Outlaw Camp Bulletin
June 13, 2015
Congratulations are in order to Skaguay Pearl! She shot her first clean match ever at Outlaw Camp on
June 13, 2015. Also shooting clean were Dingus Dan Legree, Mo Brian and Tombstone Shadow.
The weatherman had predicted the possibility of some afternoon showers. We decided to shoot in two
smaller posses and were finished about noon. While the scores were being tallied Stumpman held a rifle
clinic for those who were interested, it was well attended and informative. Thanks Stumpman for sharing
your expertise!
With warmer weather here remember we have a relaxed dress code during the summer months and there
is always a water cooler close by. We also have air conditioning in the clubhouse if anyone gets too hot.
We start a little earlier, shooter meeting at 9:00 so we can get our shooting in by shortly after noon and
before the heat of the day. Today several of us enjoyed lunch at a local restaurant only a few minutes
from the range.
Our fifth Saturday shoot was also a make-up day for the fourth Saturday cowboys due to the cancellation
of their shoot 5-23 and a make-up shoot for the rain shortened second Saturday shoot 5-9. Ozark Outlaw
was the only one who managed a clean match with all those moving targets.
There are a lot of bigger shoots this time of the year and a lot of our members enjoy traveling around
the country to shoot. Arkansas shooters did very well at the Mississippi state shoot over Memorial Day
weekend. We want to wish all who are attending End of Trail good luck and safe travel!
The Fourth Saturday group of Outlaw Camp Cowboys will be shooting June 27 so plan on being here!
We would like to get our badge order in as soon as possible so if you want to be included send a check
to H. C. Williams, 159 Country Aire Drive, Heber Springs, AR 72543 for $118.75 per badge along with your
alias and SASS number as you want it to appear on the badge.
This is a little short this time but I did want to remind everyone to shoot fast, be safe and………….
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest
Jun. 27 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Shooter mtg. 9:00 shoot to follow

Jul. 4 Sat.

Independence Day

Jul. 4 Sat.

Shoot MVV shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Jul. 5 Sun.

Shoot MVV shoot 9:00 call

Jul. 11 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Shooter mtg. 9:00 shoot to follow

Jul. 25 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp”

Aug. 1 Sat.

Shoot MVV

Aug. 2 Sun.

Shoot MVV

Aug. 8 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp”

Aug. 22 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp”

Aug. 29 Sat. Shoot “Outlaw Camp” last chance to shoot before State Championship
Sep. 4-6 “Shootin’ in the Shade” the Arkansas State Championship hosted by MVV

For other shoots around the state check out their respective websites
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